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Abstract 
In the era of emerging technology, application of robotic and automation in multi discipline is expected.  Civil engineers drastically accept 
and adopt robots in real world construction industry to assist workers in fatigue and harsh environment, concurrently improve the quantity 
and quality of the work with most likely lesser cost.  Due to remarkable architecture, mechanics and advance features like lightweight, 
energy efficiency and flexibility; compatibility of tensegrity structures in robotic design will certainly enlighten the construction market.  
In particular, extra energy to maintain the tensegrity-based robot configuration under gravitational load is not required. Similarly to living 
organism, tensegrity-based robot generates global transformation with even tiny local pressure under low energy consumption, yet the 
subsequent configuration equilibrium can be sustained by its own. Will the integration between biology and tensegrity in robotics uphold 
the next generation of robots in construction industry?  This paper provides understanding of biotensegrity principle and its potential to 
robotics particularly in inspection robots based on previous studies with the motive to encourage more researchers to work in tensegrity-
based robot especially from biology perspective.  
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1. Introduction 
Researching into innovative yet economical and intelligent robots design has always been a great challenge in civil 
engineering discipline.  Wide ranges of civil engineering problem, from up above the sky to deep in the sea, from the small 
pillars to the giant skyscrapers, from the buildings to complex infrastructures and more, demand accurate as well as faster 
solutions.  Particularly, rapid acceptance of robots in construction industry has risen from the growing awareness on 
workers health.  Instead, robot can perform excellent task better than human being especially in repetitive and dangerous 
works, or even works in hazardous environment.  Many of the successful robots and automations have been found in 
practice, for instance, in demolition works, surveying, excavation, paving, tunnelling, building construction, finishing and 
maintenance works, inspection and monitoring works [1].  However, huge variety of these specific works is unable to be 
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accomplished by one type of robot.  Therefore, exploration on new paradigm of robot form is crucial and necessitate.  
Over the past decade, extensive investigation on new alternative, namely tensegrity-based robot, has been realized, owing 
to the advance benefits of the tensegrity structure being lightweight, flexible, scalability, geodesic, and energy efficient. 
Stability of tensegrity structure is maintained through the integration of only compression and tensional forces through strut 
and cable like elements.  Indeed, the potential to convert local pressure into global deformation and subsequently seek for 
another balanced configuration makes tensegrity possibly suitable for robots.  Similarly to living organism, they respond to 
the environment, from as small as cell to as complete as organism to generate complex transformation for better 
performance.     Besides, biology system deals with resistance through low consumption of energy confirming the principle 
of least effort [2].  Hence, there is possibly a right trail to mimic the biology system that represented in tensegrity principle 
to design new generation robot in construction industry.  The aim of the paper is to provide understanding of biotensegrity 
principle and its potential to inspection robotics in construction industry based on previous studies in order to motivate 
contribution of more researchers to the knowledge domain.  
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.  Generally, an overview on the inspection robot in construction 
industry is presented in Section 2, tensegrity in biology in Section 3, tensegrity-based robot in Section 4 and finally, the 
conclusions in Section 5. 
2. Inspection Robots in Construction Industry 
Inspection, monitoring and maintenance in civil engineering works become significantly vital as the aging and 
deterioration of most old structures drastically under serviceability.  Nonetheless, these conventional operations conducted 
by human being are considerably slow associated with other problems like constraint in work-space clearance and 
dangerous environment.  Robot seems to be the solution as a more precise and reliable inspection tool.  Designs of the 
inspection robots in construction industry that dealt with obstacles, narrow space, height, water and soil are facing great 
challenges.  Although extensive investigation is carried out on these types of inspection robot, only robots that inspect 
bridges, piping systems and walls are reviewed.  
Bridge automated inspection works basically include structural elements detection, structural failure detection and 
overall impact assessment [3].  Extensive research on inspection robots to detect the concrete bridge structural defects has 
been carried out, for example, the underwater robotic system to inspect the bridge piers has been investigated [4].  Besides 
detecting deficiency of the bridge piers particularly cracks and corrosion, the robot may possibly setup for ultrasonic testing 
or sample coring even in unstable water.  Moreover, while Tung et al. proposed 4-arms manipulator system that equipped 
with two parallel binocular camera to identify the crack positions faster [5], a long distance controlled tele-inspection 
robotic system with combination of motion and vision machine has claimed to inspect finer crack width (up to 0.2 mm) 
beneath the bridge [6-7].  The later system even measures the crack lengths and crack widths effectively as well as sketches 
the bridge inspected conditions for further structural assessment.  Others such as mobile robot with high resolution camera 
and laser sensor that map the bridge deck global crack locations has been developed [8].  For steel bridge inspection, 
MagFoot, a lightweight and energy efficient legged mobile robot adheres to steel surface with magnet at its feet provides 
inspection and long term monitoring on the bridge structure [9].  The robot works in multiples can feasibly change their 
position and avoid obstacles with three gait modes (e.g. tilting, sliding and swinging).    
Piping systems inspection to detect breakages or leakages may comparably seems more complicated since the systems 
are generally embedded underground.  In-pipe inspection robots with great flexibility and mobility are therefore required to 
deal with various pipe sizes and configurations.  Modular micro-robot as small as 27 mm width that furnished with a camera 
has been invented to compensate narrow pipeline inspection [10].  Electrical micro-motors in the mirco-robot generate 
multiple locomotion gaits efficiently and economically.  Another micro-robot based on one pneumatic line moves like an 
inchworm has been proposed for pipe inspection [11].  In particular, the body expansion and contraction moving mechanism 
is accomplished by air insufflations through the drilled holes at each chamber.  Furthermore, for bigger pipes inspection like 
8 inch pipelines, the driving modules of a robot with combination of wheel and wall-press structure has been improved [12].  
Accordingly, the robot is capable to steer passing a variety of pipeline fitting (elbows, branches etc) providing a proficient 
navigation.     
On the other hand, Nishi has worked with robots that able to climb vertical surfaces to inspect walls [13].  He researches 
mainly on large sucker robot, biped walking robot, wall driving robot and flight robot.  The sucker robot can move on wide 
and flat walls with either magnetic force or vacuum pressure as the fixing force to the wall.  In contrast, the legged walking 
robot has small sucker on each foot moves irregular surfaces better.  Next, the driving robot with propellers of greater 
climbing speed has further been modified to fly over obstacles to become a flight robot.  Besides, climbing robot that 
inspired by gecko has been proposed for macro and micro scale functions [14].  The design of these robots is based on 
gecko dry adhesive foot, foot geometry and gaits.  This presented robot can climb up 65o slopes at a speed of 20 mms-1. 
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Overall, the macro or micro inspection robots have been designed in such a way to perform better locomotion and adapt 
to environment well, such as capable to change shape in order to fit into small spaces or avoid obstacles.  The authors 
envision that the biotensegrity principle has great potential for inspection robot design.  The superior characteristics of 
biotensegrity that described in the following section support the suitability of biotensegrity-based robot in executing these 
inspection tasks. 
3. Biotensegrity 
The term biotensegrity was first coined by Levin as the recent explanation on behavior of living organism has 
increasingly been recognized [15].  Originally, the concept arises from the architectural tensegrity structure that is 
investigated by Richard Buckminster Fuller and constructed by Kenneth Snelson in the 1940’s such as Snelson’s X-piece in 
Fig. 1a.  Tensegrity consists of discontinuous struts that are built within tensional network or cable system, as described by 
Fuller: “islands of compression inside an ocean of tension” [16].    
Several uniqueness characteristics of tensegrity have been highlighted in [17]: 
x Efficient:  A form that consists of longitudinal elements like struts or cables is lightweight and thus may considered 
energetically efficient to react with the external loads. 
x Deployable: Disconnection between the compressive struts allows the structure to have greater displacement promotes 
the application as moveable active structure, probably in robotic design. 
x Adjustable:  Modification on the mechanical structure is possibly done by modifying the stiffness to suit the unexpected 
external forces, for instance, the seismic force. 
x Reliable design:  The elementary design dealing with only axial force is simpler compared to the structure that resists 
bending. 
x Scalability:  The mathematical properties of the structure work well with the geometry in any scale. 
x Multiple functions:  Tensegrity structure is predicted to serve in various tasks, if the elements are designed to be either 
sensors, actuators or load bearing elements by controlling the electrical, thermal and energy stored in the system. 
x Biology:  Stability of the biology system can be maintained through compression and tension as present in tensegrity 
structure.  Accordingly, few tensegrity researches based on biology are reviewed as follows. 
Tensegrity has been proposed for the spine mechanics after previous models like being explained as a column, or truss 
[15].  Unlike the conventional column, the bone contacts and gains its strength from the tensional collagen matrix.  The non-
linear and non-hookean complex system performs through close packing icosahedral (geodesic) hierarchically to minimize 
the energy consumption.  Once the tensional forces in the network being disturbed, the model re-structures to form new 
posture in order to sustain the stability of the system.   
On the other hand, Scarr believed that the stability of cranial vault has been maintained through tensegrity mechanism 
rather than relying on a growing brain expansive force [18].  The tensegrity model consisted of cranial bones in curve plates 
representing the compressive struts and dura mater (membrane located beneath and attached to cranial bones) as elastic 
tension cord (Fig. 1b).  Unlike the conventional continuous compression force in load bearing arch, the cranial bones are 
separated from each other by sutural ligament forming a ‘discontinuous compression’.  Cranial vault, as Scarr described it, 
“sphere-like tensegrity icosahedrons” utilized close-packed minimal surface area in order to create larger space to flexibly 
accommodate multiple functions (such as brain growth and intercellular signalling), conserve energy efficiently. 
In addition, Scarr has investigated and examined the elbow anatomy from tensegrity perspective [19].  Load bearing 
elements in compression like humerus, ulna and radius (main bones in elbow) are tensional pulled primarily by the muscles, 
branchioradialis and anconeus which associated with collagenous connective tissues (such as ligaments, fascial band etc) 
(Fig. 1c).  Both the compressive and tensional network work well without bending or torsion to compensate the necessitate 
movement whilst maintaining the stability of the structure.  Besides, insignificant of the pressure on the humero-ulnar joint 
surfaces has revealed that the discontinuous compressive stresses between the struts at the synovial joints fit the tensegrity 
principle.  
The tensegrity belief in avian lung has been related with a pitched tent structure [20].  Generally, the poles or trusses are 
set up inside the tent to push the canvas outward and the tent is further anchored to the ground or fixed at the tree externally.  
Similarly, the rigidity of the avian lung is compressively sustained by cartilages and close-packing hexagonal parabronchi 
that attached to the horizontal septum and firm rib cage.  The structure is simultaneously balanced by continuous tensional 
force that contributed by muscles and elastic tissue fibers in the pleura, interparabronchial septa and atrial muscles (Fig. 1d). 
Biotensegrity has been well adapted to living organism structure even in micro level like cells.  In cellular tensegrity 
model for cell, tensional force in cytoskeletal microfilaments and intermediate filaments are balanced by internal 
microtubule struts and extracellular matrix (ECM) adhesions in compression (Fig. 1e) [21].  Ingber has provided significant 
evidences to support the cell model via three main tensegrity characteristics:  cells act as discrete mechanical network where 
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the applied local pressure may alter the shape in global; prestressed is dominant to cell deformity and the stability of the 
system is balanced by integration of tensional and compressive forces. 
Ingber has later explored the possibility of tensegrity principle for mechanoregulation in cells [22].  Tensegrity may 
elucidate the transformation of chemistry within the cells that led to deformation in cytoskeletal structures thereafter the 
imposed mechanical forces at the macroscopic level (such as tissue or organ).  Briefly, the tensegrity architecture in the cells 
shows the potential of transferring the mechanical signal received from the ECM receptors like integrins into such chemical 
reaction that may change the cells behaviour (Fig. 1f).  The authors hope that these limited reviews out of many other 
biotensegrity studies that are unable to be presented here can sufficiently provide to readers an overview on the topic. 
4. Tensegrity-Based Robot: Future Construction Alternative 
Tensegrity structure of great flexibility, energetic efficiency, adaptability and light weight has gained enormous interests 
in architectural, civil engineering, space engineering, sculpture construction, biology especially, in recent, the robotic and 
automation community.  Inspiration to exploit tensegrity in robotic is fantastic hence attracts number of researchers in the 
study for the past ten years.  Most of the research has been conducted to study the feasibility of tensegrity-based robot in 
this early stage.   One of them has studied on the implementation of three Degree of Freedoms (DOF) actuated robot that 
consists of three actuated bars and nine passive cables [23].  During the experiment, the robot is too flexible nevertheless 
has achieved the desired trajectory within the workspace under gravitational load.  In their opinion, pretensioned the cables 
may solve the excessive movement of the robot when dealing with externally load.   
Besides form finding for tensegrity robot, study on robot locomotion, collision avoidance, mechanism and importantly 
biology based tensegrity robot has been performed.  In locomotion study, Chandana et al. have investigated the potential of 
triangular tensegrity prism with three struts, and quadrilateral tensegrity prism with four struts to perform forward 
locomotion [24].  Great advantages of tensegrity robot have been discovered: being able to activate with lesser actuators that 
eventually decrease the overall weight thus conserves energy and cost efficiently; absorb impact; possibility to self-
deployability and reconfigurability.  The experimental work has also demonstrated capability of tensegrity robot to tolerance 
with fault, especially when an actuator broken, another actuators immediately replace its role. 
 
(a) (b) (c) 
(d) (e) (f) 
Fig. 1 (a) Tensegrity Structure: X-Piece by Snelson; (b) Tensegrity skull model, antero-lateral view [18]; (c) Tensegrity elbow model by Scarr: Antero-
lateral view showing bones tensioned by connective tissues, brachioradialis and anconeus muscles. Inserts: top left - postero-lateral view; top right - 
overall view [19]; (d) Schematic diagrams of transverse sections of the trunk of a bird showing the lung tightly held between the vertebrae, the vertebral 
ribs, and the horizontal septum. About three-quarters of the lung comprises of tightly packaged hexagonal parabronchi [20]; (e) A schematic diagram of 
the complementary force balance between tensed microfilaments (MFs), intermediate filaments (IFs), compressed microtubule (MTs) and the ECM in a 
region of a cellular tensegrity array. Compressive forces borne by microtubules (top) are transferred to ECM adhesions when microtubules are disrupted 
(bottom), thereby increasing substrate traction [21]; (f) Contribution of cellular tensegrity to mechanochemical transduction [22]. 
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While Mizuho et al. have confirmed the crawling ability of six struts tensegrity robot experimentally [25] .  They have 
fixed the Shape Memory Alloy (SMA) coil to the end of selective struts that associated with strings to change the robot 
shape in order to crawl.  Several methods to move the tensegrity robot has been highlighted: adopt SMA coil or motor 
driven wire as strings, pneumatic cylinder as struts or employ actuator along the string that connected to two specific struts.   
When tensegrity structure with more elements arranged in non-orthogonal pattern is loaded, re-organization of the 
structure may probably face the collision problems.  Therefore, a new method considering a quasi-static case to detect and 
further avoid collisions among the internal structure elements and with surrounding obstacles is studied [26].  Simulation on 
3-actuated bars tensegrity structure has been carried out to validate the proposed path-planning algorithm.  Apparently, the 
investigation is leading the modular robot that capable to transform freely to avoid unnecessary obstacles simultaneously 
squeeze in even a narrow space.  
Moreover, Tony et al. have designed the tensegrity structure with parallel mechanism that was supported by reverse 
analysis [27].  The structure has been assemblage with several parallel planes of cable network to balance the struts.  The 
remaining strings in the system that are not within the planes are controlled in order to move the structure in parallel.  The 
proposal was supported by reverse analysis.  Whereas dynamic equations based on Euler-Lagrange formulation for motion 
of three struts with six-DOF tensegrity robot have been derived in [28]. 
Furthermore, active tensegrity structure has applied as manipulator to drive an underwater vehicle that inspired from the 
high-speed flapping of manta ray [29].  Shape optimization to determine the optimal actuator locations was performed to 
achieve the recorded speed of a manta ray. Static and dynamic performance of the structure are then measured 
experimentally.  
Limited study has been conducted on biotensegrity based robot.  Recently, there is a modular robot that designed based 
on cell structure, namely Morpho [30].  The principle of the robot design mimics the scenario of cell expansion and 
contraction mechanism consequently performed self-deform when subjected to loads.  The system combines four diverse 
modules (i.e. active links, passive links, surface membranes and interfacing cubes) to produce various robotic 
configurations.  Chih-Han Yu et al. have suggested the robot as tools to explore narrow space, expandable structural 
columns, and prosthetic device for human motion.   
Undoubtedly, over the years, complex and sophisticated biology system with the capability to adapt to environment well 
is able to sustain multiple functions through limited energy.  The architecture, mechanics and characteristics of the system is 
recently been well explained via tensegrity concept.  Yet, recent robotics investigation has proven the potential of 
tensegrity-based robot particularly in locomotion and deformation.  Thus, the authors think that by mixing these ideas, 
biology and tensegrity in robotic will most possibly boost up the performance in construction industry. 
5. Conclusions 
Rapid raise of inspection robotics and automations in construction industry has subsequently reduced the impact of 
exhaustion and danger in the work spaces whilst improve the accuracy of assessment.  Many of the sophisticate inspection 
robots are designed to achieve various locomotion gaits, adaptability to fit in narrow spaces or avoid obstacles.  Tensegrity 
seems to be the solution to the design needs due to outstanding architecture, mechanics and characteristic like lightweight, 
scalability, deployable, adjustable, energy efficiency and possibly reconfiguration.  Recent limited robotics investigation has 
proven the potential of tensegrity-based robot particularly in locomotion and deformation.  On the other hand, biology 
system has been act as a successful model to perform multiple functions at the least energy.  Importantly, the hierarchical 
structure and moving mechanism via expansion and contraction of living organism has been well explained through 
Tensegrity.  Therefore, there is a need to explore a new paradigm of robot form like biology tensegrity-based robots.    
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